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WC link some well-known threarems and prove .some new ones, each on one or more 
of Ihe items of the title, and ti)gtSher illustrating their close relationship. The main tools 
;ue null-known similar conditions on maximum stable sets and maximum matctlings, by 
whxh we prove theorems on existence of odd cycles, including a genera!izA tion of 
Konie’s equality between the tching and covering numbers of a &partite g aph. We 
ucstion “How nearly bipartite is a graph?” and conjecture an inequalrty 
involving the matching and covering mimbers and the number of drsjoint F Ed cycles. 
1. Definitions 
or mebst definitions, &g ~2 path, spanning tree, bipartite :graph, 
e vector (over F,), removal of point or line, block, articulation 
point, we refer to [ lo]. A gmph is understood to be finite, without 
ioops, For convenience we also do not admit multiple lines, but it is 
easily checked that they would affect none of the theorems. A cycle is 
ZI closed trail, i.e., it never uries a line more than once (but it may pass 
through a point more than ante). An elementary cycle is a cycle that 
passes bust once through exh of its points. If T is a set of points and 
lines of i: graph G, the graph resulting from G by removal of the efe- 
ments of T is denoted by 7”. It is called a full subgraph if T con- 
skts of points 04~. 
ILet G be a graph with point set P and line set L. A subset P’ of P is 
calZed a s:+&ble s t if no t fits points are adjacent, a subset k’ DfL 
is called a matchirrg if n of its lines have a common endpoint. A 
~o~w- is tiae complement in P of a stable set 9 hence it is a subset of P 
that contains at least one endpoint of every line. stable set may be 
al, i.e. not cotta ed in another stable set, r maxi~nu~~6 i.e.,
there is no stable set w 33ore points. 
Let t3 be a graph with point set P, let B be a Cover of G and W = P -- B 
thp .,orresponding stable set. C’all tlhe points of B black, those of W 
white. 
Proof. If J;‘is a subset of P with (a) and (b), a oover with less poinl:s than 
F is formed by replacing B C? F by w’ n F. Conversely, if B is not mini- 
mum and S is a minimum cover, we can take F = (B U S) -- (B n S) 
since P--- 3’ is stable. 
2.2. Remarks. Intierting Pines of G between the points of F we see that 
“subset of P” may be replaced by “subgraph of S;*’ or even *‘full bipar- 
tite sNubgraph of 17” since P--S and P-B are stable sets. Various stronger 
conditions exist. The idea of the proof occurs in [?J where Wakimi and 
Frank prove that if B is minimal, “subset” can be replaced by “subforest 
without ir.ofated points” and (b) by “a11 endpoints are black”. A stronger 
condition is that of Edmonds [ 71: existence qf a subtree with property 
(a) in which all white points have degree 2. From this we may-derive 
that of Berge 16, Ch. 13, Th. 21: existence of a maximal seq~nce in 
which bta& and white points alternate, beginning and ending with a 
black point, and such that z*ylery point is adjacent o some prelzcd;Ing 
point of different color and none of the Same color. For the sctquel we 
only need a simple corollary. 
Proof. For the only if part take bipartite full sitbgraph sati:;fying (a) 
) (by Remark 2.2j. Each of its components has property (a) and 
at least one of them has property (bL A spanning tree of this com- 
ponent also satisfies (a) and (b). 
2.4. If B is minimal, there is’no black point without a white neighboua. 
so then the sgbgraph in 01 ol!ary 2.3 is non-trivial. A subgraph with 
properties (a) and (b) will be called a diminishing subgraph for B. Note 
that a path in such a graph contains black and white points alternatingly, 
a fact which is used in the next proofs. The first 1 theort,;; ;Y a generaliza- 
tion by Berge of a theorem of Beineke, Harary and Plummrz and one of 
Andtisfai (f6, Ch. 13, Th. 61 and [ 3,1) ). The proof 1s mu& like Berge’s 
but the statement is a bit stronger. 
Prtiof. Let I = (s, y ) and nt = (_I?, z) TV a-critical lines in a graph G (so 
x + ~7 ), and let Q be a minimum cover of G - {m }. Q is not a cover of 
Q,z$!QandxfQ.S= QU bp) andT=Qu {r) aremini- 
mum covers of G’. T contains all points of G adjacent o y and all points 
ijr3jacent to z, except ,t. h G- {r) we take 3 subtree I;‘ as in Corollary 
2.3 with respect to its non-minimum cover T. When I is inserted, F 
loses property (a), so x is a point of F and y is not, Lence z is not a 
of F. Also F is nt,t a diminishing subgraph for S, SO there is a 
w of Q in F that is adjacent o z. 
ce w and x’ are “black”, they are connected in F by a path of 
even length that forms an odd cycle with (xJ), (y, 2:) and (~9, w). From 
rties of Q and F it follows that a chord of this cycle either 
two points # y, z at odd distance in F, or connects z and a 
From this the assertion 
efinition. A pair of points X, y is called an cwritical pair if 
cw(G -- (X. y }) = al(G) -- 2. 
eorem. Let (x, y) be m ar-critical liirte in a gruph G and kt {x, y) 
be sin a-critical pair of oiuts. 77~~ (x, y) !iies on au odd cycle without 
c!Hmk 
Proof: TheIre is a cover of G which cont’ains x and .v. In G - {(x, ~0) it 
is not minimum, so there is a tre., F as in Corollary 2.3. When (x, y) is 
insertc;d, P;’ loses property (a), so x and ,P are in F and we find an even 
path in F from y to x. With (x, yS this pbath forms an odd cycle and a 
chord of this cycle can only connect wo points of different colour. 
From this the theorem follows. 
2.8. &mark, A line need not even be (w-crititi if its endp&nts form 
an cr-critical pair. In the graph of the regular octahedron for instance, 
every pair of points is a-critical, but no tirse is. The path of Sttngth 3 has 
an adjacent a-critical pair, Lut has no cycles. In a complete graph and 
in an odd cycle every line is a-critical and every-pair of points is ot-criti- 
eai (this plays a rote if? a problem of Toft [ 13 J ). 
3. 
Let G be a graph and let M be a matching of G. Let E(M) denote the 
set of endpoints of lines of M. The points of P -- E(M) are c&d PX~OS&. 
A path whose lines are alternatingl~ in.ti and in L - IU is called ultet~ab- 
@. lif its (non-equal) endpoints are exporcd it is called augr;:erl fi~zg (for 
l*.). We recall the fo iowing well-known theorem. 
oaf. An augmenting path gives a matching with one more line by sub- 
ltuting in 1M the lines of the path by the lines at’ the path not in M. Con- 
vemty, if.M’ is a maximum matching, the graph resulting from the re- 
moval of al4 lines f~f II% II+Y M’ and all lines of L - (M M’) has degree at 
most 2 in every roint. From this we can conclude at if IU has fewer 
lines than M’, o of the components i a path, alternating for 
dM’, with both end:Iintss in M’ so both endpoints exposed for M. (The 
proofisasin [12] and [S].) 
3.2. Remiuk. Theorem 3.1 czan be derived frnm Coroillary 2.3 as follows. 
A (maximum) matching M of G is a (maximum) stable set in its line 
graph, with corresponding cover R‘. In a line graph a point czannot have 
more than 2 non-adjacent eighbours, o an augmenting patlh in G gives 
iI% the line h a diminishing subgraph that is a path. Convemely, the 
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set of points o,J’ a diminishing subtree for B in the Bine aph is a set T 
of lines of G such that: (a) T contains more lines of L -- IM than of M, 
(b) if I E (t -- M) n T. T contains no lines of L -II! adjacent o I and 
cantains all lines of M adjacent o 1. it follaws that T is the set of lines 
3.3. Theorem. If (s, y) 
then x or y is &critical 
is a he of 
or (x. y) is 
SO?m? 
on an 
graph, 
Proof’ . Let S be the block that contains x and y . If S contains an odd 
cycle, all lines of S are on an odd cycle (this is proved first for the lines 
which have a point in common with the cyc then for the lines ad- 
jacent to these, etc.) SO we may suppose rha is bipartite, that S, u S2 
is a partition of S into disjoint stabfe sets, and that x E S, 9 y E S2 a We 
assume that neitherx rrorcrd is&critical. Let M be ;3 maximum matching 
containing (x, y). Then in G - LY) there is an augmenting path for 
M-- {t'xy)). Since this s no augmenting path for M in 6, one of its 
endpoints is x So we h eanalternatingpathpl =(x~,x~,...,x~~+~) 
with .Y = x0 and qk+r exposed. In a similar way we have a path p2 = 
(_Y*J’t. . ..J 21, t 1 withy = y. and _Y~I+~ exposed. These paths intersect, 
or else: when tit&;=< by (x, y) they would form an augmenting path for 
&f. Assume that Xi 
2k+ 1, thenj= 
= _v~, and .x: 4 p2 for t > i. Then i, j + ci, and if i = 
21 -t 1 . First let xi be a point of S, then x, and ys are 
points of S for r Q i and s ag j. 
Since S is bipartite, i +j is odd. Now if i is odd, then i # 2k + 1 and 
(Xi. x~+ 1) E M. But then .x~+ 1 = yj+ i or .Yi+ 1 = JJ~ 1 , car trary to the de- 
finition Of Xi. If, however, i is even, then j + 21; 1 7 (-Xi, Xi+ 1 ) 4 M, 
CV,,q+tKM (S~f+~~X~k,~.-~Xj,yj+~..~j+2,-..,Y2~+~)isanaug- 
menting path So Xi must be outside S. But then ‘pr and p2 “leave” 
S by the same lation point p. Let p = x, = yn. Again tpt + tz is odd. 
If nr is even, (xm _ l, x,)~M(111#10),andsinceOI,,y,+~)~M(rzf 
21+ I), we haveyn+r =xm _r so yn+ l is in S, which is impossible. In 
the same way we :t a con tradictian if n is even. So x or y is /?-critical. 
3.4. Corollary. IN a bipartite graph at least one endpoirrt of every Iim 
that cm occtw irz a maxintuni matchirig is &critical. 
Remark that the corollary alone can be proved by a few lines of the 
above proof. 
’ Thanks to a xwxtark of the refeze this proof is cmsiderably shorter than an earlier one. 
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3.5. Defirritkn, A set of cycles that can be ordered such that every ele- 
ment contains ‘3 line Haat is not in the preceding elements is called senzi- 
sftongly inde~mdetzt. If every element contains a line that is no: in the 
other cyxles, it is called strolp2gI” independent, If such sets are bass of 
the cycle space,, we call them sen&strortg and strcv2g baser respectively. 
Not every strongly independent set is F lrt of a strong basis, as we see 
by two cycles that intersect in two points. Not every basis is semi-strong 
as is shown by the four L-shaped\ cycles of the graph 
Fig. 1. 
The fotlowirrg includes a simple proof for a well-known result of Kdnig. 
3.6. Lemma. In L.T graph G there i.s an irzdependmt set of at hst a(G)- 
/3(G) odd cycles. 
Roof. The amrtion is true for graphs with 1 point. We proceed by induc- 
tion on the Sum of the number of points and that of lines. 
Let x be a point or line of G. If x is not a-critical, 
a(G- ‘:x1) -+(C-- (x)) 3 cr(G) -g(G), 
and if x is p-C:ri t call, 
a(G- (X))-#3(G- {x))> a(G)-- 1 -*(P(i+- 0, 
so that in th!sse cues G - (x ) has the required n.umber of independent 
odd cycles. 
iff G has an odd cycle C and y is a line of C, in G - ij~ J we have an in- 
dependent set of alit least cr(G)- li -+3(C) odd cycles. Together with C 
the!+ form a set as required. We kave Ieft the case of a bipartite graph 
in which every line and point is atxritical and none of thtzm is P-critical. 
Now Corollary 3.4 as well as Thetorem 2.5 show that such graphs do 
‘not exist. 
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3.X C0rolliiry (Konig [ 11) ). If G is b.!‘partite, of(G) = p(G). 
Proof. Remark that we have Q(C) 3 F(G) fclr ewxy graph G 
3.8. Remarks. In fact the proof shows that we can take a semi-strongly 
independent set of elementary cycles, but in Section 4 we shall use 
Cc?rollary 3.7 to prove a still stronger statement. a(G) -p(G) may be 
a very bad bound of course, as is shown by the following graph for 
which a(G) -- P(G) = 0. 
Fig. 2. 
4. 
A set of spanning trees, one for each component of G, is called a 
frame. Frames are the maximaI subgraphs without cycles and they all 
have the same number of lines. The situation is different when we look. 
at maximal subgraphs without odd cycles, i.e., maximal bipartite sub- 
graphs. For instance the tetrahedral graph has such subgraphs with 3 as 
well as with 4 lines. We want to look at maximum bipartite subgraphs, 
and accordingly for the minimum number of lines to be removed to 
make 3 graph bipartite . For the tetrahedral graph this nl!mber is 2, and 
we see that it is not equal to the number of odd elementary cycles (4) 
or the maximal number of (strongly) independent odd cycles (3). Nor 
is it equal to the minimum number of odd cycles in a cycle basis (1). 
we &fine: 
r(G) is the minimum nu.mber of lines to be removed to make G bi- 
partite. 
o(G) is the minimum number of odd cycles in a strong basis of G. 
4.1. Theorem. 0(G) = T(G). 
Proof. One can easily show that a strong basis consists of elementary 
cycles and corresponds in the well-known way to a (not necessarily 
oreover every r?zaximal biparti tc: subgraph eon tains 8 1: 
of tSle graph, and every frdnre is h;ontained inpreciseill 
parti te subgraph. The latter one l:cts by inserting all 
f the frame that close an even cycle. Of equivalenlily by rern0v- 
m the gg;aph t e chords thaIIt close an odd cycle (note that a gragh 
td only if it has a cycle basis of c’ven cycles). So the 
xd in mu.~i~tiurn b@artite subgraphs are preci&y thie ones 
1 a basis with a minimum number of odd c~yctes. 
I: aSsertion followsr. 
Cr. Two frames may or may not @ve the same cycle basis, 
r ma;y not be contained1 in the same Inaximum bipartite sub- 
fl four possibilities an example can be found ir, the cycle o*f 
tih O:RL” chord. 
MMB, 1,: would be interesting to know ih~w to find such frarnr.!s 
heath the cumber ~r;rf chords connecting points at even distance (i~z 
isi minimal, or how to s&e the corresponding partition pr& 
adjaruency ;m,atrix or the incidence matrix. 
erally trnse that for evei-y cet of line disjoint odd cyclles 
sn1: basis that contains it (10ok ;at tvvs odd cycles that irt- 
s), but we have: 
atset,andlet cfi ,..,, fS,gl ,..., g*) bea 
and the gi even. Let, fiB,r 1 G .i 4 S, li be tk, e 
f a corresponding frame. Then ever3 ci contains a4a least 
and no lIS is in more than one of the ci. We may ass\Urrtc 
e now get the required basis by replacing 
imum bipartite subgraph contains a fra:ne, 
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but a frame need not be contained in a maximum bipartite subgraph. 
(2) Every maximum matching is contained in a frame, but a frame 
need not contain a maximum matching. 
(3) A maximum bipartite subgraph does not necessarily contain a 
r~aximum matching, and a maximum matching ils not necessarily con- 
tained in some maximum bipartite subgraph. 
The following graph has but c3rne maximum matching, which is not 
contained in its unique maximum bipartite subgraph. 
I 
Fig. 3. 
Proof. Take a maximum bipartite subgrapi1 G’. By Gorc9lary 3.7 we 
have a(G) -&C’, =I 0. C is constructed from C’ by inserting r(G) lines, 
and inserting a lint: can raise the value of a - p by at most 1. So 
a(G) -o(G) < r(G)* Apply Theorem 4.1. 
5. 
Let p, be the Im;lximal number of odd line disjoint cycles of the graph 
G. From Theorem 47 and a number of examples we are led to the fol- 
lowing: 
s.1. fhnjecture. a(G)-_P(G) r, y(G). 
A smallest (in number of points and lines) counterexampIe should 
have a mass of propertie s. I( t is connected., every point and line iis or- 
critical, no point or line is /?-critical, no point or line is critical far fly? 
and 7 = or - /3 - f . The removal of a pair of adjacent points reduces fl 
(by 1) hence it re uces or by 2 and doesn’t reduce 7, so there are no 
zy two adj$acent lines lie on an odd cycle without char&. 
ma~irn~r~ matching, all points of E(M) are mixed in the sense 
f 81 o and by Theorem 3 of thiat chapter one sf:eP that all points 
d that thrirre isbut one cxposeld point. For every point there 
~c~~~rn n atchiqg for which it is exposed, and for every iine there 
~~~~rn rratchirqg that contains it. I[ am not able to prove that 
docesn’t exist. 
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